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Abstract: The calculation of tooth wear under mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication is very complex
and requires consideration of many conditions such as load distribution in the tooth meshing zone,
micro-convex elastoplastic deformation and tooth surface temperature. The accurate calculation
of tooth wear requires a lot of time and effort. In order to calculate tooth face wear under mixed
elastomeric flow lubrication quickly and accurately, a new proxy model of tooth face wear is devel-
oped using the Kriging method. The pressure distribution required for the wear calculation was
obtained utilizing the modified Reynolds equation and ZMC elasto-plastic model. The numerical
calculation model of gear wear was derived using the modified Archard wear model. The Kriging
model was used to construct a proxy model between gear parameters and tooth wear, and the degree
of approximation and goodness of fit of the Kriging model were investigated. The results are as
follows. The wear depth at each position is different, the smallest at the pitch, the largest near the
tooth root, and the pinion has a larger wear depth than the gear. The Kriging model is highly efficient
and accurate in its computation and overcomes the shortage of excessive time spent on the calculation
of numerical calculation models.

Keywords: gears; mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication; Archard wear model; Kriging model

1. Introduction

Gears are widely employed in aircraft, rail transportation, marine equipment, energy
machinery, and other areas as an important basic mechanical component. Tooth surface
wear is a typical failure mode in heavy-duty gear systems. Tooth surface wear increases
transmission error and diminishes transmission accuracy [1,2], produces vibration and
noise [3–5], affects transmission efficiency and smoothness, and speeds up gear failure [6].
The frictional wear mechanism of heavy-duty gears and the wear calculation problem
under mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication are difficulties that must be addressed in the
design, manufacture, and application of novel gears. Holm, Burwell, and Archard et al.
produced consecutive adhesive wear calculation formulae, the most extensively utilized
of which being Archard’s generalized wear calculation equation [7]. Flodin [8] used the
single-point observation approach to compute the contact pressure and sliding velocity of
gears. Lundvall et al. [9,10] applied the finite element approach to compute tooth contact
pressure and sliding distance for spur gears, but the sliding distance was calculated ineffi-
ciently. Park introduced a semi-analytic contact algorithm [11] and a surface interpolation
approach [12], both of which enhanced the efficiency of gear wear estimations greatly.
Heavy-duty transmission systems usually operate under mixed or boundary lubrication.
Johnson et al. [13] initially suggested the notion of load sharing, where the working load is
thought to be carried by the lubricant film between the surface and the micro-convex under
mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication. Bearings, cams and gears often operate in a mixed
lubrication condition and wear can damage the surface and affect the clearance. Sander
and Allmaier et al. [14] studied the friction of a shaft diameter bearing when moving from
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fluid to mixed lubrication by a combination of experiments and simulations, and analyzed
the effect of the limit of constant boundary coefficient and the flow factor. Sharma et al. [15]
investigated the effect of wear on the mixed lubrication performance of tapered journal
bearings and obtained the static and dynamic performance characteristics of the bearings
under different external loads, wear depths and different taper angles. Zhang et al. [16]
proposed a method to correct the rounding of the roller ends of cylindrical roller bearings
using wear. The mixed lubrication model combines the average flow model with the Kogut
and Etsion model for contact pressure on rough surfaces. The results show that the opti-
mized rolls have a uniform pressure distribution and the sharp increase in contact pressure
of the micro-convex disappears. Winkler et al. [17] developed a numerical simulation
method for studying the wear evolution of thrust roller bearings under mixed elastohydro-
dynamic lubrication. During the simulation, a finite element-based three-dimensional EHL
model couples the elastohydrodynamic lubrication and the microscopic surface topogra-
phy. The Archard wear model, the Greenwood–Williamson load-sharing model, and the
Sugimura surface adaption model are all used in the numerical simulation technique. The
aforementioned models explore the wear behavior of bearings under four load situations
and two distinct mineral oil types working settings. Zhu [18] analyzed the dynamics
and wear characteristics of the cam and guide barrel friction pair of a gasoline engine
by computer programming, and predicted the minimum oil film thickness and friction
coefficient, taking into account the transient effect and mixed lubrication. It is also pointed
out that the extrusion effect of the lubricant and the surface roughness of the cam and
guide barrel have a significant influence on the frictional wear performance. Wu et al. [19]
developed a calculation equation for gear wear that takes into account gear dynamics
and elastohydrodynamic lubrication. Considering the influence of surface roughness on
elastohydrodynamic lubrication, Patir and Cheng [20,21] modified the Reynolds equation
proposed by Dowson [22]. Majumdar and Hamrock [23] explored the fluctuation law
of the load and the oil film thickness carried by the micro-convex contact with surface
roughness using the modified Reynolds equation and the rough surface contact model
extended by Greenwood and Tripp [24]. Zhao et al. [25] introduced a complete rough
surface contact model that accommodates elastic, plastic, and elastoplastic deformation.
The model is adaptable to a large variety of loads and surface roughness values. Masjedi
and Khonsari derived a numerical model for oil film thickness and micro-convex contact
ratio based on Zhao’s elastic–plastic rough surface contact model [26]. They then combined
the aforementioned numerical model and the theory of thermal desorption of lubricating
layer to develop a computer model for the interfacial friction coefficient and wear rate
under mixed lubrication [27], which they used to calculate steady-state adhesive wear of
spur gear teeth [28].

In mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication, gear wear is a progressive and cumulative
process with a long time horizon to reach the limit value, and the numerical simulation
step size offered by the method must not be too big to maintain acceptable accuracy. Both
of these considerations make calculating the wear volume time-consuming. When a large
sample size is necessary to develop the relationship between gear parameters and wear,
the numerical simulation algorithm is no longer appropriate. Approximate models can
be applied instead of numerical wear models to tackle the aforesaid problem. Response
surface approach [29], adaptive neural network method [30], Kriging method [31], and
other approximation methods are extensively utilized. The response surface approach
generates a fixed form of function, which is ineffective for dealing with complicated
situations. The adaptive neural network’s resilience is poor. The Kriging model, on the
other hand, performs better when dealing with situations involving significant nonlinearity
and abrupt local response, and it does not require a huge number of design sample points.
Laurenceau et al. [32] compared the Kriging model to the response surface approach in
aviation dynamics design. The Kriging model was established by Feng et al. [33] to calculate
the reliability of the main shaft vibration, and the study’s findings revealed that the Kriging
operation is more efficient and that the method is suitable for the reliable calculation of
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substantially nonlinear systems. Yang et al. [34] established the Kriging model by Latin
Hypercube Sampling to solve the problem of multiple responses and implicit functions for
gear trim optimization. The calculation of gear wear under mixed elastohydrodynamic
lubrication involves a large number of parameters with complex relationships between
them. The calculation of gear wear requires the solution of a nonlinear system of equations,
which is very complex and time-consuming. Especially when a large number of wear
calculations are required, such as the study of gear wear mechanism and gear transmission
reliability, traditional numerical calculations cannot meet the requirements. In order to
solve the above problems, this paper establishes a Kriging model for gear wear calculation
under mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication by taking advantage of the Kriging model
to obtain a proxy model with high prediction accuracy and fast solution speed based on a
small amount of numerical simulation results. The model is also validated.

The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. A numerical model of tooth wear
under mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication is built in Section 2. Section 3 describes some
basic theories of the Kriging method. In Section 4, the Kriging method is used to create a
proxy model for tooth surface wear under mixed elastomeric lubrication, and the computa-
tional results are discussed and analyzed. Finally, Section 5 covers the main conclusions.

2. Gear Wear Model under Mixed Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication
2.1. Mixed Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication Model

In mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication, the contact surface is a rough surface, and
the Reynolds equation should be adjusted to consider surface roughness effects. The
surface load is borne by the micro-convex and the oil film in mixed elastohydrodynamic
lubrication issue. The surface micro-convex may be deformed elastically, elasto-plastically,
or plastically when the contact surface is deformed elastically under the load. As a result,
the supplementary equation utilized to express the connection between the micro-convex
contact pressure and the interface gap must be solved simultaneously.

Since the tooth surface load is supplied by the oil film and the micro-convex, the
sum of the oil film pressure ph and the micro-convex contact pressure pa equals the total
pressure p, i.e.,

p = ph + pa (1)

2.1.1. Governing Equations

In line-contact elastohydrodynamic lubrication, Patir and Cheng amended the Newto-
nian fluid steady-state Reynolds equation to include roughness effects. The equation is as
follows [22]:

∂

∂x

(
∅x

ρh3

12µ

∂ph
∂x

)
= u

∂(ρhT)

∂x
(2)

The variables included in the above equation are the oil film thickness h, the lubricant
density ρ, the lubricant viscosity µ, the rolling speed u, the pressure-flow coefficient ∅x, and
the average clearance between the contact surfaces hT . Equation (2) considers the influence
of fluid compressibility. The first-order ordinary differential equation of the Equation (2)
can be represented as follows:

dph
dx

= 12µu
ρhT − kr

∅xρh3 (3)

where kr is a constant that needs to be obtained. Substituting ∅x corresponding the
isothermal surface in reference [20] to Equation (2), we obtain:

dph
dx

= 12µu
(

hT − ρ−1kr

)
h−3

(
1− 0.9e−0.56h/σ

)−1
(4)
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where the surface roughness σ is defined as the standard deviation of the height of the
surface micro-convex. The heights of the micro-convex on the surface obey a Gaussian
distribution and the expression for hT is as follows [26]:

hT = 0.5h
[

1 + er f
(

h√
2σ

)]
+

σ√
2π

exp
(
−h2

2σ2

)
(5)

The density–pressure function and the viscosity–pressure function can be described as
follows [26]:

ρ

ρ0
= 1 +

0.6ph
1 + 1.7ph

(6)

µ

µ0
= exp

{
(ln µ0 + 9.67)

[
−1 +

(
1 + 5.1× 10−9 ph

)Z
]}

(7)

where ρ0 is the lubricant density at standard atmospheric pressure, µ0 is the lubricant
viscosity at standard atmospheric pressure and Z is the viscosity–pressure index.

Define the following dimensionless covariates:

X =
x
b

, H =
h
R

, µ =
µ

µ0
, ρ =

ρ

ρ0
, Ph =

4Rph
Ee f f b

=
1

Ee f f

√
2π

W
ph, U =

µ0µ

Ee f f R
, W =

w
Ee f f R

, G = αEe f f , σ =
σ

R
(8)

The parameters above are the Hertzian contact half-width b, the effective modulus
of elasticity Ee f f (Ee f f = 2Eeq), the equivalent radius R, and the load w. In dimensionless
form, the Reynolds equation and load balance equation may be expressed as:

dPh
dX

= 48µU
(

HT − ρ−1Kr

)
H−3

(
1− 0.9e−0.56H/σ

)−1
(9)

π

2
=
∫ Xend

Xmin

Ph(X)dX +
∫ Xend

Xmin

Pa(X)dX (10)

where Xmin and Xend are the entrance and exit locations. Considering the elastic deforma-
tion and contact deformation of the surface, the expression for the lubricant film is [26]:

h(x) = h0 +
x2

2R
− 2

πEe f f

∫ xend

xmin

p ln(x− s)2ds (11)

where h0 is a constant which is related to the total pressure p. The dimensionless form is
given by:

H(X) = H00 +
4W
π

[
X2 − 1

π

∫ Xend

Xmin

P ln(X− S)2dS
]

(12)

2.1.2. Rough Surface Pressure Distribution Function

The rough surface contact pressure is the contact pressure between micro-convexes,
which must account for both elastic, elastic–plastic, and completely plastic deformation of
the micro-convex contact. Zhao’s elastic–plastic rough surface contact model [25] is applied
to derive a pressure distribution function on the rough surface:

β =
β

R
, n = nR2, V =

hd
Ee f f

(13)
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Pa =
4R

Ee f f b pa =
2
3 nβ

0.5
σ1.5W−0.5

(
σ
σs

) ∫ I2
I1
(z∗ − I1)

1.5e−0.5( σ
σs z∗)

2

dz∗

+2πVnβσW−0.5
(

σ
σs

) ∫ ∞
I3
(z∗ − I1)e

−0.5( σ
σs z∗)

2

dz∗

+πVnβσW−0.5
(

σ
σs

) ∫ I3
I2
(z∗ − I1)e

−0.5( σ
σs z∗)

2

×
[
1− 0.6 ln w2−ln(z∗−I1)

ln w2−ln w1

]
×
{

1− 2
[
(z∗−I1)−w1

w2−w1

]3
+ 3
[
(z∗−I1)−w1

w2−w1

]2
}

dz∗

(14)

where

I1 =
H − ys

σ
, I2 =

H − ys + w1

σ
, I3 =

H − ys + w2

σ
, σs =

σs

R
, ys =

ys

R
, w1 = (0.6πV)2β (15)

Furthermore, w2 = 54w1. Since nβσ = nβσ, either of these input parameters can be
represented by the other parameters. The micro-convex density can be described by the
following function:

n = 0.05/
(

βσ
)

(16)

2.2. Geometry and Kinematics

The tooth profile of a spur gear is involute. The gear meshing relationship is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Gear meshing relationship.

The curvature radius of the pinion is R1 and the curvature radius of the gear is R2.
They can be obtained by the radii of the pinion and gear pitch circle Rb1, Rb2:{

R1 = Rb1 sin α + y
R2 = Rb2 sin α− y

(17)

where y is the distance from the current meshing point to the pitch on the meshing line.
The linear velocities at the meshing point are:{

u1 = πn1R1/30
u2 = πn2R2/30

(18)
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The linear velocities of the pinion and gear are u1, u2. The rotational speeds are n1, n2.
The sliding distances of the pinion and gear are s1, s2 which can be estimated according to
the following formula: {

s1 = 2aH
|u1−u2|

u1

s2 = 2aH
|u1−u2|

u2

(19)

where aH is the contact half-width and can be obtained by the following function:

aH =

√
4F·R
π·Eeq

(20)

2.3. Wear Model

A model for calculating the wear rate under mixed lubrication is derived on the basis
of the Archard wear model [27]:

Ωlub = KΨ
(

La

100

)
Fus

v
(21)

where Ωlub is the volume wear rate under the lubricated condition, La is the surface micro-
convex contact ratio, F is the contact load, us is the relative sliding velocity, Ψ is the oil film
deficit coefficient, and the expression is as follows:

Ψ = 1− exp
[
− X

ust0
exp
(

Ea

RgTs

)]
(22)

where X is the diameter of the lubricant molecule, t0 is the basic time of molecular vibration
in the adsorption state, Ea is the heat of adsorption of the lubricant at the interface, Rg is the
molar gas constant, and Ts is the interface flash temperature. Based on the flash temperature
theory of Tian and Kennedy [35], the formula of the tooth surface flash temperature is:

TS = T0 + ∆T (23)

∆T =
2aHq√

π
(
K1
√

1 + Pe1 + K2
√

1 + Pe2
) (24)

q = fcus p(La/100) + usΛlim p(1− La/100) (25)

where K1, K2 are the thermal conductivities of the two contact surfaces, q is the average heat
generated at the contact point, Pe1, Pe2 are the Peclet coefficients of the two contact surfaces,
Λlim is the ultimate shear stress coefficient, and fc is the micro-convex friction coefficient.

Noting that p = F/A and Ωlub = Ah, A is the contact area, we can obtain the rate of
wear depth to sliding distance as shown in the following equation:

h
us

= KΨ
(

La

100

)
p
v

(26)

Therefore, the wear depth of the gear after n0 revolutions can be expressed as:

h =
n0

∑
n=1

KΨ
(

La

100

)
p
v

s (27)

The cumulative wear of gears is minor when the number of engagements is low, and
the geometry and pressure distribution of the tooth surface can be estimated to remain
constant. The contact parameters must be updated when the number of meshes is large
enough and the cumulative wear reaches a certain level.
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2.4. Numerical Procedure

The Newton–Raphson algorithm is used to solve for the pressure and oil film thickness
after the Equations (9), (10), (12) and (14) are discretized using the finite difference approach.
The boundary conditions are Xmin = −4 at the inlet and the outlet location at several nodes
after X = 1. At each node, the film thickness and micro-convex contact pressure are
determined. After forming the Jacobi matrix, the film pressure, Kr, and H00 at each node
are obtained by solving the system of equations. The new value of the total pressure is
used to update the film thickness, and iterations are repeated until the results converge.
The contact pressure, micro-convex contact ratio and gear sliding distance, as well as other
parameters, are imported into the modified Archard wear model for the calculation of the
wear depth. Each wear cycle includes 1000 revolutions of the pinion.

It should be noted that the steady-state infinite line contact elastohydrodynamic
lubrication model is established in this paper. In involute spur gear elastohydrodynamic
lubrication, the calculation of the finite line contact model is very close to that of the infinite
line contact model, thus the infinite line contact model is chosen to simplify the calculation
in this paper. In the 2D case, we may expand the minimum lubricant gap, so the wear will
be larger outside the y = 0 plane. Since the load and contact radius of curvature varies
with time, leading to a damping effect of the lubricant during the film thickness change,
the calculated value of the film thickness may be slightly lower in this model because
the time-varying effect is not considered, resulting in a higher wear depth of the gear. In
addition, the model ignores the effects of non-Newtonian rheological properties of the fluid
and thermal effects on the film thickness.

The specific calculation process is shown in Figure 2.
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3. Kriging Model

The Kriging model is a semi-parametric difference model that does not need the state
function to be specified in any particular manner. Compared to numerical calculations, the
model of response and model parameters built by the Kriging method can quickly and
accurately predict the response values when given a sample [36]. The Kriging model is
expressed as:

G(x) =
p

∑
h=1

βhgh(x) + z(x) = gT(x)β + z(x) (28)

where gT(x)β is the regression model, β is the regression coefficient and g(x) is the polyno-
mial function of the random variable x. z(x) is the stochastic process function, reflecting
the approximation of the local deviation, which has a mean of 0 and variance σ2, and its
covariance matrix is

Cov
[
z(xi), z

(
xj
)]

= σ2R
(
xi, xj; θ

)
(29)

where R
(

xi, xj; θ
)

is the correlation function which is usually expressed by the Gaussian
correlation equation:

R
(

xi, xj; θ
)
=

M

∏
m=1

exp
[
−θm

(
xm

i − xm
j

)2
]

(30)

where xi
m is the mth component of the sample point xi.

Given a set of training samples S = [x1, x2, ···, xN ], the response values are calculated
according to the corresponding real functional functions and expressed in vector form

as Y =
[

g(x1), g(x2), ···, g(xN)
]T

, the unknown parameters β, σ2 can be estimated by
maximum likelihood estimation:

β̂ =
(

GT R−1G
)−1

GT R−1Y (31)

σ̂2 =
1
N

(
Y− GT β

)T
R−1

(
Y− GT β

)
(32)

G = [g(x1), g(x2), ···, g(xN)]
T (33)

Applying the Kriging model, the predicted response value of the point x to be mea-
sured is obtained as:

Ĝ(x) = g(x)β̂ + r(x)Tγ (34)

σ2
G(x) = σ̂2

[
1 + uT(x)

(
GT R−1G

)−1
u(x)− rT(x)R−1r(x)

]
(35)

R =
(

R
(
xi, xj; θ

))
N×N (36)

γ = R−1(Y− Gβ̂
)

(37)

r(x) = [R(x1, x; θ), ···, R(xN , x; θ)]T (38)

u(x) = GT R−1r(x)− g(x) (39)

The training random sample points, denoted by S, are generated by the Latin Hyper-
cube Sampling method, and their actual functional response values, denoted by Y, need to
be calculated by calculation. Using the training sample points S and the actual functional
response value Y, the Kriging model is built. The Kriging model’s regression model is the
main polynomial, with a Gaussian correlation function as the correlation function. The
flowchart for constructing the gear wear Kriging model under mixed elastohydrodynamic
lubrication is shown in Figure 3. The input values of the Kriging model are W, U, G, σ, β, V
and wear time t. By taking the time parameter into account in the Kriging model, the wear
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trend can be predicted quickly and accurately. The output value of the model is the wear
depth of gears.
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Figure 3. Flowchart for building the Kriging model.

4. Results and Discussion

The parameters of gear dimensions and material properties required to calculate the
wear of the gear are shown in Table 1. The lubricant is SAE 30.

Table 1. Parameters required for calculation.

Parameters Pinion Gear

Number of teeth n1,2 16 24
Module m (mm) 4.5 4.5

Pressure angle α (deg) 20◦ 20◦

Tooth width b (mm) 15 15
Center distance aw (mm) 91.5 91.5
Modification coefficient 0.8635 0.5

Modulus of elasticity E (Gpa) 210 210
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.3 0.3

The torque, speed, surface hardness, surface roughness and wear coefficient are
important factors affecting gear wear. Therefore they are used as random variables, and
each random variable obeys normal distribution. The mean and standard deviation of the
random variables are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Distribution information of variables.

Variable Distribution Mean Standard Deviation

Torque T (N m) Normal 302 10
Speed v (rpm) Normal 150 30

Hardness hd (GPa) Normal 2.35 0.2
Roughness σ (µm ) Normal 0.25 0.02
Wear coefficient K Normal 5× 10−4 1× 10−4

The variation of the central film pressure along the line of action is shown in Figure 4.
The central film pressure in the single tooth-meshing zone is greater than that in the
double tooth-meshing zone. The central film pressure is also higher from the beginning
of engagement because of the small roll suction speed and equivalent radius of curvature,
although the load is smaller. The central film pressure in the single tooth-meshing zone
decreases along the line of action, which is mainly caused by the change of the roll suction
speed and equivalent radius of curvature.
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The curve of the central film thickness along the line of action is shown in Figure 5. The
film thickness is thinner at the beginning of engagement although the load is smaller due
to the equivalent radius of curvature and the roll suction speed. The central film thickness
has an increasing trend along the line of action, which is attributed to the increase in the
roll suction speed. However, it has an abrupt drop in the middle part, which is due to a
sudden change in load during the transition between the double- and single-tooth meshing
of gears.
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The gears’ wear depth after 1.5× 105 revolutions of gear operation is shown in Figure 6.
The pitch wear depth is the smallest, the root wear depth exceeds the top wear depth, and
the pinion wear depth exceeds the gear wear depth. Compared with Ref. [8], the wear
behavior of gears under mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication is similar to that of dry
friction. However, tooth wear under mixed lubrication is very much smaller than under
dry friction for the same tooth profile parameters and operating parameters. This indicates
that the rational use of lubricants can greatly reduce the reduction of tooth wear.
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A Kriging model was developed using 100 samples. The variation curves of the
maximum wear of gears are shown in Figure 7a,b. The accuracy of the model is an analysis
of the progressive wear process of both the precise model and the proxy model where
the random input values are deterministic and equal to the mean. As can be seen from
Figure 7a,b, the wear depth increases cumulatively with time and the gear wear depth
simulated by the Kriging model is very close to the actual wear depth. The accuracy of the
Kriging model in approximating the actual wear depth is very high.
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The goodness of fit refers to taking a certain number of samples outside the training
samples to form a test set when the time is deterministic, and then the actual values of gear
wear are compared with the predicted values of the Kriging model on the test set. Thirty
sets of data were tested in the aforementioned Kriging model. The actual values of the
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samples were compared with the predicted values of the Kriging model, and the goodness
of fit of the Kriging model was 0.9974. The actual wear depth and predicted wear depth of
wear using the Kriging model are shown in Figure 8.
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The wear depth from the Kriging model is compared to the results of another pair of
gears derived from the numerical calculation to validate the correctness and generality of
the Kriging model. The parameters are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Main parameters required for the Kriging model.

Parameters Pinion Gear

Number of teeth n1,2 32 96
Module m (mm) 5 5

Pressure angle α (deg) 20◦ 20◦

Tooth width b (mm) 50 50
Contact load F (KN) 25 25

Speed v (rpm) 100 100
Hardness hd (GPa) 2.3 2.3
Roughness σ (µm ) 1 1
Wear coefficient K 5× 10−4 5× 10−4

It can be found that the results after 1 × 105 revolutions from the Kriging model
correlate quite well with those from the calculation of the pinion wear depth for the mixed
elastohydrodynamic lubrication, particularly near the pitch in Figure 9. In comparison to
numerical calculation, it takes only a few minutes to obtain the wear depth of gears by the
Kriging model, and the model’s accuracy in approximating real wear is quite high.

An important application of the Kriging model is to solve the reliability problem. In
reliability studies, the time it takes to set up the original sample accounts for a large percent-
age of the total, usually about 99 percent or more. For the reliability problem of gear wear
under mixed elastic flow lubrication, the Monte Carlo method is a widely accepted method,
but it requires a large number of samples. If this method is used for reliability analysis
of the implicit response function of gear wear, a large number of calculations are difficult
to complete in a short time due to the low efficiency of a single calculation. Assuming
that it takes 90 min to complete a gear wear calculation under mixed elastohydrodynamic
lubrication and the study of gear wear reliability requires a sample space with an original
sample size of 1× 105, the number of numerical calculations and the time required for the
Monte Carlo method and the Kriging model is shown in Table 4. The time of the direct
MCS method is unacceptable. It can be seen that the established Kriging model for gear
wear with mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication can accurately predict the approximate
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values of sample points, reduce the number of numerical calculations, and save a lot of
time cost for the further study of gear wear.
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Table 4. Consuming time of the MCS method and Kriging model.

Method Number of Calculations Time

Kriging MCS 100 150 h
Direct MCS 1× 105 17 years

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a model for computing gear wear under mixed elastohydrodynamic
lubrication is constructed using the modified Reynolds equation, surface deformation
model, elastoplastic micro-contact model, and modified Archard wear model. An approxi-
mate proxy model is created using the Kriging method to establish the direct relationship
between gear parameters and wear, providing a novel way to predict gear wear. We have
come to the following conclusions:

1. Under mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication, the tooth surface load is supplied by
the oil film and the micro-convex of the tooth surface, and tooth surface wear occurs
in the micro-convex contact;

2. The smallest wear occurs at the pitch, the wear at the root is more than the wear at the
top, and the pinion wear is greater than the gear wear;

3. The Kriging model may replace the numerical wear model with a limited number of
samples, and the fit is excellent. This gear wear model may be used to increase the
accuracy and efficiency of calculations in mixed elastohydrodynamic lubrication and
to forecast unknown wear.
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